A capillary mixer with adjustable reaction chamber volume for millisecond time-resolved studies by electrospray mass spectrometry.
A novel continuous-flow apparatus for on-line kinetic studies of (bio)chemical solution-phase processes by electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) is described. The device is based on two concentric capillaries. Fluid is released from the inner capillary into the intercapillary space, where it mixes with solution flowing through the outer capillary, thus initiating the reaction of interest. Gas-phase analyte ions are formed near the tip of the outer capillary by pneumatically assisted ESI. This setup allows the mixer to be placed directly within the ion source, thus providing a minimal dead volume of ~8 nL. Time-resolved data can be recorded in both "spectral" and "kinetic" modes. In the former case, the position of the inner capillary is fixed at various points, such that entire mass spectra can be recorded for selected reaction times. For experiments in kinetic mode, the mass spectrometer monitors the signal intensity at selected m/z values, while the inner capillary is continuously pulled back, thus providing intensity-time profiles for specific reactive species. A theoretical framework is developed that allows the measured kinetics to be analyzed by taking into account the effects of laminar flow within the reaction capillary. Failure to take these effects into account results in erroneous rate constants. Studies on the demetalation kinetics of chlorophyll reveal that the apparatus can reliably measure rate constants up to at least 100 s-1. This represents a substantial improvement over previous ESI-MS-based kinetic methods. Spectral mode experiments on the refolding of ubiquitin show the changing proportions of denatured and tightly folded protein subpopulations in solution. When monitored in kinetic mode, the refolding process was found to proceed with a rate constant of 5.2 s-1.